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Foreword ~

T~h U.S. mVEnggineer WtrmasEx-neriment Sain(WES) mre

quested by -the Aeronaueticall SEyst.ems Divi sion, Air Force Systems Comman-jd,
U. S. -Air Force, Wxright-Patterson JAir Force Base, 0i.in a letter dated

- 20 6 to determine surface roi14hnress and other soil characteri-stics

U- ~at t~est;; sites to be used in cýonnectin wit, fli31ght testCs o-f the X'ý-lk.2-A

__rorafft. iResponsibili~y' for the overall' rrozecetion of thisinetato

-.as assigned to the Tri-Sern-ice- Tes~t Force. Edwards AFB, California. The
results of'z this invest-igration -were ftrnizhed the sn~ons-tr in Memoranda. 'for

!:ecor-d, subj~ect "XC-ll1'A Aircraft-1 Flighnt Tesits, 2 May-10 June 19-," dted

2 August, 1966, and *'Soils Tiest~s Conducted After XC.1L42A Aircraft' F-lighit

Tests, 20-22 Sepatember 10965.." dated 7 December 10966.

The field iiwestigations were conducted by personnel of the Fiex-ible

-Pavement. Branch, Soils Diviasion. W-ES, at and near Ediwaris JIEB daring the

Periods 2 Yzay-±0O Jun-e 1966 and 20-22 September 1966. Engfineerz actively

engaged in the pangtesting,. auný 1 yzing, ana remp2CriinG phases of the

studi-es 'were YMessrs. W. 3. Tv--nbull . Di-vision ChiefA A. Ma~we -,R. G.

AhIvin, Ei. N-. BrolWn,2 C. D. Burns, 17'. B. Fenwick., R. -11. Gran, and T. B.

Wht.Messrs. IR. W. Patr-ick.. T. G- iHabeeb, and R. T. Sullivan, techii-

cian=s, ass-- sted in nracuxinZ tie data. The mineralog~ical analysisofth

soil wams pnerfonied by 1-.2s. K. M-atber and Mr. W. I. Iafke of the Concretue

Dii -in FES, and the appendix was e.-cerpted fromm their report. Thiis re-

ro~rt was nrewz-red by Mr. n c.

Director of the lIES dJLm-nG the inmvestigation and prepa-ration, of t..his

remnort WV-aC COOL -Joan. R. Oswalt. Jr., CE. Technidcal Director -was Pr.- j. B.

Ti-ffaTy
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Conversion Factors, British to Metric Units of Measurement.

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to metric

Sunits as follows:

M�u•t�j •t -ay To Obtain

inches 2.54 centimters

'un- 907. 185 .-3ogr vmi

_pou~s per scuae-e inch 0.070307 kilogra=s per square centim-ter

fpcun.ds zer cubic foo'. 16.0185 kilograzs rer cibic meter

~N
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Tests were conducted at four sites in California to determine the
capability of the XC-142A aircraft to operate on or hover over unprepared
or expediently surfaced landing strips. Soil data were collected from
eight sites, but only four of the sites were used for subsequent flight
tests.

Results of the tests indicated that the overall performance of the
XC-142A was good. Rutting was moderate at every test site except one.

I However, results also indicated that the flotation characteristics of the
Snose gear should be increased, and means should be p-'-vided to prevent

fature derimming as occurred at one of the test sites. Additional study 4
of the relation of wing angle versus soil recirculation is also needed.

After the flight tests had been completed, a mineralogical analysis 1

of soil samples from the four sites was made. Results of the analysis
are presented in -Appendix A.

V7
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XC-142A AIRCRAFT FLIGHT TESTS; LAfDINQ STRIP EVALUATIOI•s

Introduction

1. This report presents the results of field investigations of sites
for aircraft, flight tests. The investigations were concerned with the ca-

pability of the XC-142A aircraft to cperate on or hover over unprepared or
S~expediently surfaced landing strips. The report describes the test air-

S craft, purpose and scope of the investigation, and the test sites selected,

which were located at or near Edwards AFB, California. Foil data are pre-

sented herein for eight test sites although, in the subsequent flight tests,

only four were actually used. Observations of the test flight operations

and the posttest condition of the four sites used in the study are alsoDresentect.

Test Aircraft

f 2. The XC-142A is a four-engine, tilt-wing, V/STOL transport air-

craft having a gross weight of approximately 4o,000 lb.* The dual main

landing-gear tires are U1.00-12, 8 -ply tires inflated to 45 psi. The dual

nose-gear tires are 8.50-10, 10-ply tires inflated to 72 psi. The higher

tire pressure and the comparatively high percentage (26.4 percent) of

weight distributed to the nose gear make this gear considerably more severe

than the main gear from a flotation standpoint.

SPupose and Scope of Investigation

3. The U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) par-
! ticipated, during May, June, and September 1966, in a program of tests

conducted to determine the capability of the XC-142A aircraft to operate

from remote sites. The original test program included aircraft operations

* A table of factors for converting British units of measuremert to metric
units is presented on page ix.



from eight different sites with various soil, surface roughness, and vege-

tation conditions, but due to scheduling difficulties, actual aircraft

operations were performed at only four sites. The WES's part in the test

program was to obtain surface roughness qata in the form of level profiles,

and pertinent soil data for the eight sites at the time of the flight tests.

Data are presented herein for all eight test sites, although only the last

four sites for which data are presented were used for flight tests. All

soil classification was accomplished accordi-ng to M-L-STD-619A, "Unified

Soil Classification System for Roads, Airfields, Embankments, and

Foindations."

Test Sites and Data Obtained

Sites not used for airc•tI' operation

4. Since all required soil data had already beei obtained for these

sites, these data are included in this report for possible future use.

5. Twent,-.-nine Palms, Calif. Tim landing-mat-surfaced runways at

the 1Marine Corps Air Ztation (McAS) near Twenty-nine Palms were proposed

te4t sites. The runwayc, oz- of pierced-steel landing mat (M6) and the

other - 4 1•419M landing mat, are snowm in photographs 1 and 2, respectively.

Center-line -rofiles are shr'n in plate 1; and soil classification data

in plate 2. Wi*h the exception of ciassification data, no soil data

were obtained at thc- site since soil strength was not pertinent for the

landting-mt-surfaced nm;-ys.

6. Point Mugu, Calif. (north runway). A sod-covered site (photo-

graph 3) adjaceat to the N-S of Point Mugu Naval Air Station (NAS)

was originally included in this study but later abandoned for aircraft test

operations due to anticipated interference with the large volume of

traffic on the N-S runway. Surface roughness and soil classification data

are shown in plates 3 anrd 4, respectively. The avenage water content in

the top 3 in. of soil was 2.2 percent, and in the 6- to 9-in.-depth

range it was 7.8 percent. The average dry density in the top 6 tc 8 in.

was 95.4 pcf, as obtained with the Nuclear-ChIcago moisture density equip-

ment (photograph 4). The average CBR at the surface was about 6 to 7;

at a depth of 2 in., the average CBR was about 15.

2
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7. Edwards AFB, Calif- CY I (north) ru-way. Data were alsoI •obtained from a hill :ide site near Edwards AFB. Surface roughness and

soil classification data are shown in plates 5 and 6, respectively. A

general view and a closeup view of the site are shown in photographs 5

and 6, respectively. The average water contents in the C- to 3- and

6- to 9-in.-depth ranges were 0.8 and 1.7 percent, respectively; the

average dry -lensity of the 0- to 3-in, layer was 101.4 pcf. The follow-

ing tabulation shows the CBR values obtained.*

Test
Runway CBR at Depths, in.Sta 0 2 8 10 12

0+00 0.5 1.7 12.0 18+ .. .. ..
14i00 0.5 1.7 18.0 18+ .. .. ..
2+00 0.5 0.5 6.6 12 12 16 18+
34+00 0.5 0.5 12.0 18+
4400 0.5 1.0 14.0 18+
5+00 0.5 1.0 8.0 18+ .. .. ..
6400 0.5 0.5 i6.0 18+

8. Edwards AFB, Calif. TAC-2 (west) raunway. Data were obtained

from a site in the desert foothills about eight miles west of Edwards AFB.

Surface roughness and soil classification data are shown in plates 7 and 8,

respectively. A general view and a closeup view of this nmway a-a shown

in photographs 7 and 8, respectively. The average water contents in the

0- to 3-. and 6- to 9-in.-depth ranges were 2.3 and 2.6 percent, respec-

tively; the average dry density in the 0- to 3-in. layer was 96.4 pcf.

The following tabulation shows the CBR values obtained.

Test

Runway CBR at Depths, in.
Sta 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1618

0+00 0.5 0.5 6.6 18+ -- -- --.. . .
1+00 0.5 1.0 11.0 18+ .. .. .. .. .. ..
2-+00 0.5 2.4 5.3 12 1212 12 14 16 18+
3+00 0.5 1.0 5.3 14 18+ --. -- --.. .
4+oo 0.5 1.7 9.3 18+ -- . . .. . .

All CBR values were obtained by conversion of the airfield index,
wnich was measured with the airfield cone penetrcmeter.

S3
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Sites used for aircraft operation

9. Pon uu ai. suhrna) A sod-covered strip

adjacent to the east end of the E-W runway (photograph 9) was used for

the XC-142% aircraft operations. Surface roughness and soil zlassifi-

cation data for this site are shown in plates 9 and 10, rcspectively.

The average water contents in the 0- to 3- and 6- to 9-in.-depth ranges

were 0.4 and 0.6 percent.. respective]y; the average dry density was

97.6 pcf. The following tabulation shows the CBR values obtained.

Test
Runway CBR at Depth in.
Sza 0 2 8 10

0+00 0.5 1.8 5.0 9-3 14 15+
1+00 0.5 2.8 7.3 8.o 12 15+
2+00 0.5 1.6 3.3 5.0 15+ --
3+00 0.5 2.9 4.5 .1.o 10+ --
4+o0 0.5 2.0 3.6 6.6 11 15+

-0o _.5 3.2 6.6 12.o 15+ --
6+00 0.5 3.2 7.7 15+ .. ..
7+00 0.5 L.. 8.0 15+ .. ..
8L-%0 0.5 2.7 9.3 15+ .. ..
9+-00 0.5 1.5 3.5 8.1 13 15+

10+00 0.5 2.3 4.5 6.6 14 15+

About 13 XC-142A aircraft sperations were made at this site. On the

fourth SOL landing (using ma m braking), the nose gear dug into the

soil aAd was cocked fully to the left. The rut formed by the nose gear

was approximately 16 in. deep, and the rat formed by the main gear was

I to 2 in. deep. General views of the buried nose gear are shoun in

photographs 10 and U1. The aircraft made a vertical taIkeoff, as shown

in photograph 12 (note cocked nose gear), and landed on the paved runnWa

iwere it was learned that boch nose-gear tires had been derfried And were

flat, as shown in photograph 13. When The nose gear received a sub-

stantial side load, such as ihen the •--ar was cocked or an a taxi turn,

the lateral force pulled the tires from the rim, and the air uscaped.
MWTs will probably be corrected by the use of tube_-type tires, which is

planned' for the future. It is believed that the tires were flat before

the nose gear dug in cceletely. In later tests, boh nose-gear tires

weire again derinmed ani went flat on a taxi tu=n. and as the turn was



continued, the aircraft was again immobilized when the wheel rims cut

into the soil. With the exception of the two incidents described above,

tie operation proceeded without difficulty. The average rut depth was

2 to 3 in., as shomn in photograph 14. Same sod was broken loose

(photograph 15) but did not create a hazard to the aircraft.

10. Edwards AFB, Calif. (desert test site). A test site was

selected in the desert near Edwards AFB. Surface roughness and soil

classification data for the desert test site are showm in plates 11

and 12, respectively. The average water contents in the 0- to 3- and

6- to 9-in.-depth =anges were 1.4 an 3.0 percent, respectively; the

average dry density -as 92.8 pcf. The following tabulation shows the

CBR values for the desert runway.

Test
Runwa CPR at Depths, in.
Sta 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

0o00 0.0 5.8 9.1 5.6 5.6 10.0 11.0 13.0 12.0 11.0
1+00 0.2 6.5 9.6 8.3 7.9 7.8 7.5 8.7 9.4 Ui.0
2+00 0.2 5.2 8.5 8.7 8.1 6.8 7.1 6.5 7.9 12.0
3+00 0.0 3.8 1.o0 12.0 11.0 7.1 5.3 4.2 4.5 9.3

General views of the site before and after traffic are sh7.w, in photo-

graphs 16 and 17, respectively. It can be seen in the photog-amphs that

same vegetation and loose surface material were broken away. Photo-

graph 18 shot's the XC-142A aircraft mlking a landing at the deserL test

site. Average rut depths of about 1 to 2 in. were noted, as shown in

photograph 19. No operating difficulties occurred at this site.

-1. Edwards AFB, Calif. CV-7 (south) rugay. The XC- 142A air-

craft was operated from a hillside site identified as the CV-? (south)

runway. These tests were not witnessed by WES perscnnel, but Tri-

Service Test Force personnel reported rut depths of 1 to 2 in. Sarface

roughness and soil classification data for this site are shown in

plates 13 and 14, respectively. The average water contents in the

_ 0- to 3- and 6- to 9-in.-depth ranges were 0.9 and 1.1 percent, respec-

tively. The average dry density of the 0- to 3-in. layer was 96.9 pcf.

The following tabulation shows the CPR values for the CV-7 runway.

5



T-est
CBR at Depths, in.

Sta. 0 2 . 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

SO - 0-5 8.o 8.o 6.6 6.6 114 9.4 16.o 18+ --
1+00 0.5 1.7 2.5 6.6 8.0 12 3.8 3.8 5.3 9.4
2+00 0.5 8,o 14.o 18.o 18.o 18 18.o 16.o 16.o 14.o
3+100 0.5 8.0 8.0o 6.o 18. 14 12.0 9.4 18+ --

-+0w0 0.5 9. 9.4 16.o 18+ ---... .. ..
54-w 0.5 14.0 12.0 12.0 18.0 18 18.0 12.0 22.0 16.o
6+o0 3.5 9.4 12..o 14.o 18+ --.. .. .. ..

A general view and a closeup view of this test site are shown in photo-.

grapns 20 and 21, respectively. .'ropeller damage caused by soil recircu-

la'tion dur-ing operations frtm this site an.!,or the TAC-2 east runway is

discussed later.

12. Edwards AFB, Calif. TAC-2 (east) runway. One STOL landing and

one vertical -oakeoff "iere made at a site in the desert foothills referred

an -C the 210.-2 V•, -,--- iv .'-" : =-" that rat d- of about
1 in. were 6oserved after the &EOL lindi•X. Surface _.ighness and soil

classification data for this rnnway are shown in plates 15 and 16,

respectively. The average dater contents in the 0- to 3- and 6- to 9-in.-

depth ranges were 1.7 -1 a 1.9 I.ercent, respectively. The average dry

density of the 0- te 3-in. laye-e was 99.5 pcf. The CBR values for this

site ate tabulated below.

Test
Rwtway CM at Deuths, in.

___ 0 2 -4 b 8 10 12 14 16 18

o+oo 0.5 1.7 6.6 2.0o 12.0 12.0 12.o 14.0 18.0 18+
1+0O 0.5 1.7 5.3 8.0 1i.0 8.0 9.4 8.0 6.6 6.6
2+00 0.5 1-7 6.6 18.o 18+ -- -- -- -- --

3+00 0.5 1.7 5.3 11.0 80 90.4 8.o 9.4 9.4 6.6
4+o0 0.5 1.7 11.0 12.o 12.o 12.0 12.o 16.0 14.o 14.o
5+C0 0.5 1.7 8.0 18+ .. .. .. .. .. ..

A general -iew and a closeup view of the TAC-2 nuway are shown in photo-

graphs 22 and 23, respectively. Propeller damage caused by soil recircula-

tion during operations frcm the CV-7 south runway and/or this site is

discussed below.

6



Soil Recirculation

13. Eight takeoffs and eight landings were made at the CV-7 south

nwmy with a wing angle of 25 deg (STOL). One STOL landing (wing angle

35 deg) and one vertical takeoff were made at the TAC-2 east runway.

Examination of the propellers after these operations showed that severe

erosion had occurred on the leading _edges as a result of airborne soil

particles.

14. In an attempt to determine the cause of the propeller damage

mentioned above, a petrographic analysis was performed on surface soil sam-

pies from the CV-7 south runway and the TAC-2 east runway For comparison,

samples from two other sites, Point Mugu (south) and the desert test site,

were also analyzed. No propeller damage occurred during operations made

at these two sites. The complete results of the petrographic analysis are

presented in Appendix A for all four sites. These data show that all

three sites in the vicinity of Edwards AFB had similar mineral compositions.

It is apparent, therefore, that the mineral composition is not the variable

that caused the propeller damage at the CV-7 and/or the TAC-2 sites since

"no damage was evident After c•perations at the desert test site. Since

only minor differences exist in the grain-size distribution of the soil at

the three Edwards fiFB sites, it is also apparent that this is not the

damaging variable. It can onl3y be theorized that the typie of operation

(wing angle) is the e-ertnent variable with respect to the amoLnt, size,
and route of recirculated soil particles that caused the propeller damage.

15. Vertical takeoffs (90-deg wing angle) made at the desert test

site resulted in no propeller damage, so it follows that the vertical

takeoff at the TAC-2 site did not cause the severe propeller erosion.

Thus, it appears that the eight takeoffs and eight landings with 25-deg

wing angles at the G-€-7 site caused the propeller damage. The wirg-angle

range for STOL operation of the XC-142A is 0-35 deg. It is believed that
erosion by recirculated soil particles will occur on takeoffs between
25- and 35-deg wing angle, and that little or r. damage will occur at

wing angles between 0 and 20 deg and at 90 deg. This belief is based on

the data presented herein and on visual observations of the aircraft

7



operations. Damage is not likely to occur on landings sinee the power is

cut imediately after touchdown. The preciseness of the -iing-angle

ranges described above and the effect that a change in soil type may have

on them are unknown, but these could very likely be determined by a rea-

sonably simple study ancjroper manipulation of the variables.

Conclusions

16. From a soils standpoint the overall perfonionce of the XC-142A

was good. The flotativ- characteristics of the nose gear should be

increased, and means should ýe provided to prevrent future derizuing as

occurred at Point Mugu. (Note: These modifications are being incorporated

into the design of future aircraft.)

17. The results presented herein indicate that additional study of

the relation of wing angle versus soil recirculation is needed. The

availability of this information could minimize the potential damage from

recirculated particles and help define proper pilot techniques and wing-

angle settings for specific soil types.

18. With the exception of the test at Point Mugu where the nose

gear dug into the soil when the tires derimwed, only moderate rutting was

noted. Because the sites ere generally very dry, the aircraft's ability

to operate from a weak wet clay -was not determined.

8
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_• Photograph 1. Pierced-steel landing mat (1-6),
S~Twerty-nine Palms, Calif. (YEAS)
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| Photograph 1. Piecedstel landing mat, (M6t)-,n

I
Photgrah 2.I4~1 ladin mat Tientynin



I Photograph 3. Sod field (north site),
Poinrt Riga, Calif. (NAS)
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Photograph 4. Soil density determination being made
weith nuclear equipment
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Eiiotograph 5. Geerlo viewu of CV-7 (north) runwayr



Phatograp~h 7. General vi-ew of T&C-2 (vest) rauuwavy.
This site -was ncyt used
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Thotograph 8. Close-up of TAC-2 (west) rnmway
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Photograph 9. Sod field (south site),
Point Mugu, Calif . (HAS)
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I Thotograph 10. Buried nose gear, Point Mugu,iai.fsuh ie



Photograph 11. Close-up of buried nose gear,
Point Muigu, Calif. (south site)
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Thotograph 12. Vertical takeoff after nose gear buried,
Point Yxgu, Calif. (south site)
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Photograph 13. Derinmred, fiat tires on
XC-142A. nose gear

Photograph 14. Average rats at Point Mugu,
Cali. (suthsite)



Pha'cigraph 15. Loose sod, Point Yugu,.
- Caif. (south. site)

Photograph 16. Desert test site neear Edwards AFB
before traffic
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Photograph 17. Desert test site near
Edwards AFB after traffic

II

Photograph 18- XC-142A landing at desert test site
near Elwards AFB, Calif.
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Photograph 19. Average ruts at desert test site,
Edwards AFB, Calif.
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Om

Photograph 20. General view of' CV-7 (sou~th) nznva, Edwa~rti AFB,Ca21M. This site was used fol. eig~ht ta~keoffs and eight landings'
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Photograph 21. Close-up of CVr-7 (scrCuh) =m,
Edwards APB, Calif.
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Photograph 22. General view of TAC-2 (east) n m ray, Edwards AFB,
Ca-if. Tb~s site was used for one STOL landing and one vertical

tak-eoff
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2ticotograph 23. Close-up of TAC-2 (east) nurniay,
Edwnr-ds AFB, Calif.
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A•PENDIX A: MN4ERALOGICAL ANALYSIS OF SOILS

Background

1. Tests are being made at WES to determine particle-size distribu-

tion and Atterberg limits of soils from unpaved landing areas to develop

data that will show why some landing areas arz associated with more

erosion of V/STOL aircraft parts than others. This petrographic report

descrlibes the mineralogy of the soil from four areas.

Samples

2. Soil samples from surfaces of landing and takeoff sections of

four runways were analyzed. The origins and other information concerning

the samples are shown below:

Location Sample Size, g

Point I.ugu, south site, Calif. 274
Desert test site, Edwards AFB, Calif. 437
TTAC-2 (east) nmway, Edwards AFB, Calif. 3500
CV-7 (south) runway, Edwards AFB, Calif. 3500

Test Procedure

3. Each sample was dry sieved over a nest of sieves consisting of
• .4e Nos. 4, 8, 16, 30, 50, 100, and 200 sieves, and cumi.lative grading

curves were prepared from the sieve analyses. The individual sieve sizes

of each sample were examined and compared with one another under a

stereomicroscope or a petrographic microscope a- appropriate. Selected

sizes of the samples from Point Mugu and the Edwards AFB desert test site

were analyzed by X-ray diffraction. X-ray diffraction patterns of all

sarples taken fram the as-received material, ground to pass No. 325 sieve,

were made and compared. The material passing No. 200 in each sample was

wet sieved over No. 400 sieve and examined by X-ray diffraction. Micro-

scope counts and X-ray diffraction results were used to supplement each

other.

Al



Results

Point Riga south site

4. The sample was a light brownish-gray beach sand coposed of

rounded to subangular sand grains. The coarser sizes were made up of a

mixture of fine-grained igneous rocks, graywacke, sandstone, chert,

quartz, feldspar, and broken shell fragments, along with considerable

dried vegetation, such as weed stems, etc. Translucent to clear and

white, clean, dense quartz and feldspar grains increased rapidly in

abundance as grain size diminished. Minor amounts of mica, amphibole,

magnetite, and unidentified heavy mineral grains were present in the

sizes passing the No. 50 sieve (297p). Very minor amounts of clay,

mostly montmorillonite, were present in the material passing the No. 200

sieve. The sieve analysis of the sample is shown in table Al. The

shape of the cumulative gradation curve, shown in plate Al, is typical

of fine- to medium-grained, fairly well-sorted beach sand.

Samples from Edwards AFB test sites

5. Sieve analyses of the samples appear in tablc Al, and cumula-

tive grading curves for all three, based on dry sieving, are shoim in

plate Al. Soils from all three sites were very similar in composition

and particle shape and were poorly sorted as compared with the Point

Mugu soil sample. Table A2 presents the composition by sieve fractions

of the sample from the desert test site. The composition of the samples

fromn CV-7 (south) runway and TAC-2 (east) runway differed from that shown

in table A2 only in having more quartz in the sizes passing the No. 200

I sieve. All three samples appeared to be products of the decomposition of

a granitic rock; the particle shapes are angular with reentrant angles.

The sizes retaired on the No. 50 sieve were composed largely of discrete

mineral particles, predominantly quartz and feldspar, derived from br~ak-

downs of the particles like those in the coarser sizes. In addition,

minor amounts of weathered mica flakes, amphibcle, magnetice and heavy

mineral grains were present. Practically all the grains had a light

coating of fine silt and clay. X-ray diffraction indicated that the clay

was predominantly montmorillonite and was concentrated in the material

A2
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I passing the No. 200 sieve. The extreme angularity of the particles

L indicated that the source of the soils was nearby, since little or no

rounding of corners and edges was observed.

6. Sieve analyses of the samples (table Al) indicated that the

sample from the desert test site was scmewhat finer than the other two,

but all three were medium-grained sands.

Conclusions

I
7. Examination of all four samples revealed that the three from

Edwards AFB were very mnch alike (plate Al). The Point Mugu sample was

I rounded to subangular beach sand derived from a mixed igneous, sedimentary,
' I j and metamorphic terrain (tables Al and A3). The three samples from Edwards

AFB were sands of angular and irregular particle shape derived from the

breakdown of granite and consisting of about 50 percent quartz, 30 percentI feldspar, and over 10 percent of granite fragments.

8. All three samples contained roughly similar amounts of quartz

and feldspar. Quartz sands are used for sandblasting metal, removing

S Ipaint, rust, and corrosion products. The angularity of the sand grains

in the samples from Edwards AFB may have the effect of making them more

abrasive than those from Point Mugu. T. D. Murphy* states that in sands

used for sandblasting "angularity promotes faster cutting, but this is

offset by a higher loss in fines. The peening action of a rounded grain

is a desirable feature in achie-ing a satin finish for certain light

metal castings, but a subangular grain is unsurpassed for fast cuttir_

action.

9. No information on the size of material flying through the air

when the aircraft is landing or taking off was furnished. It is believed,

however, that under certain conditions, the material st-irred up by propeller

blast could simulate sandblasting. Piobably this would occur when vertical

or high-angle takeoffs and landings are made rather than when more con-

ventional takeoffs are made.
* T. D. Murphy, Industrial Rocks and Minerals, The American Institute of

Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, 3d ed, New York, 1960,
p 763.
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Table A2

composition of Soil. Sample from Desert Test Site, Edwards AFB

Percent. Composition of Soil Percent
Retained on Indicated Sieve s* Composition

No. No. No. No. No. Passing of Whole
Constituent 16 30 50 100 200 No. 200** Samplet

Igneous rock
particles 100 76 25 8 5 1 34

quartz -- 9 39 42 50 51 33

Feldspar -- 14 26 30 23 27 20

Mica -- 1 9 18 20 10 10

Miscellaneous rocks
and Tninral stt - 1 1 2 10 2

Weathered particles -- - - 1 Tr 1 1

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

*Percentage is based on count of more than 300 Iarticles in each
sieve fraction.

**Analysis-%as made on particles passing No. 200 and retained on
No. 400 sieve .

t Percentage is based on gradation of samples as '-eceived and on the
distribution of constituents by sieve fractions- -hown a~t left above.

tt SS-l contains minor amounts of a 14-A clay, mica, and kaolin group
clay, and amphibole. SS-3 contains the same minerals 'but more mica
than SS1 S-5-4 contains more mica and amphibole and traces of 14-A
and kaolin clays.



I Table A3

Composition of Soil Sample, Point Mugu South Site

Percent Composition of Soil Percent
Retained on Indicated Sieves* Composition

No. No. No. No. No. Passing of Whole
Constituent 16** 30 50 100 200 No. 200t Samplett

Igneous rocks 47 46 l1 1 -- -- 12

Quartz 23 33 54 59 52 46 51

Feldspar 8 15 32 35 35 28 30

Mica 0 0 Tr 1 3 4 1

Miscellaneous rocks
and minerals* 3 Tr Tr 3 6 12 2

Weathered particles 3 Tr 1 1 4 i10 2

Graywacke, siltstone,
and chert 16 6 2----. .. 2

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

* Percentage is based on count of more than 300 particles in each

sieve fraction.
** The No. 8 size was assumed to have the same composition as next

smaller size for purposes of calculation.
t Analysis was made on particles passing No. 200 and retained on

No. 400 sievz
tt Percentage is based on gradation of samples as received and on the

distribution of constituents by sieve fractions shown at left above.
* Amphiboles are among the constituents of this class. The material

finer than No. 200 includes some mica, minor 14-A clay, probably
montmorilionite, and minor kaolin-group clays.
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